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bormioli rocco electra

for stemware that’s brilliant and strong, the choice is crystal clear
Bormioli Rocco is proud to introduce their brand’s most technologically-advanced range of stemware and tumblers-the Electra 

collection. Discover the first range ever to feature Star Glass and XLT Treatment. In addition to the durability and outstanding 

performance of Star Glass, Bormioli Rocco also launches XLT — Xlasting treatment — with the Electra collection. An innovation 

created to protect and strengthen the pulled wine glass stem, Electra is more resistant to the most frequent forms of breakage in 

the hospitality industry including washing, twisting and polishing. It also provides protection against scratches and chafing. 

4995 Assorted Electra Items
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All products are subject to availability. For further details of items available in each pattern 
please refer to the latest price list or contact customer service at 1-800-367-3493.

Measurements given are: height x max diameter x top diameter x bottom diameter

electra

ambitiously advanced, crafted to last
With laser-cut thin rims, pulled stem technology, and the new XLT Treatment, Electra offers a wide range of modern and 

sophisticated stemware for even the most discerning taste. Boasting a dazzling shine and a completely transparent finish, 

whether hosting a rare wine tasting or decanting a perfectly paired vintage, Bormioli Rocco’s elegant design provides the 

ultimate complement. The XLT treatment is guaranteed to last the lifetime of the product and will not wear with time. 

4995Q740 
Electra XL (22 oz) 

9 3/8” x 4” x 2 3/4” x 3 1/4

4995Q741 
Electra Large (18 ½ oz)

9 1/8” x 3 5/8” x 2 5/8” x 3”

4995Q743 
Electra Medium (15 oz) 

8 1/2” x 3 3/8” x 2 3/8” x 3”

4995Q744 
Electra Small (11 ¾ oz)

8 1/8” x 3 1/4” x 2 1/4” x 3”

4995Q745 
Electra XS (6 ½ oz) 

6 3/8” x 2 5/8” x 1 7/8” x 2 1/2”

4995Q746
Electra Champagne Flute (7 ¾ oz)

9 1/4” x 3” x 1 7/8” x 3”

4995Q742
Electra Multi-Purpose (15 oz) 
7 3/8” x 3 3/8” x 2 3/8” x 3”

4995Q747 
Electra Cooler (14 ½ oz)
5 5/8” x 3” x 2 1/8” x 2”

4995Q748  
Electra Long Drink (13 ¼ oz)

5” x 3” x 2 3/8” x 2 1/8”

4995Q749 
Electra DOF (12 ¾ oz)

3 7/8” x 3 1/4” x 2 3/8” x 2 1/2”

4995Q750
Electra Decanter (54 ½ oz)

8 1/4” x 7 1/8” x 2 1/2” x 3 7/8”

XLT TREATMENT
Electra incorporates something Bormioli Rocco calls XLT — Xlasting treatment 
— an innovation created by Bormioli Rocco to protect and strengthen the wine 
glass stem to enhance the resistance to the most frequent forms of breakage 
in the hospitality industry including washing, twisting and polishing.  Not only 
does it provide initial protection, it maintains its strength over 250 wash cycles.

STAR GLASS
Star Glass is a new chemical composition that creates glass of unrivaled purity 
and transparency, yet being eco-friendly because it’s completely lead free. 
Thanks to the total absence of color shading and impurities, Star Glass achieves 
a level of neutrality that brings style and elegance to the table and allows the 
color of wines to be perceived without distraction.


